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About This Game

Operation warcade is a shooter specifically designed for virtual reality, inspired by the late '80s classic war arcade that now uses
the latest technology to convert it into a unique experience.
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EXPERIENCE THE EMOTION FROM WITHIN
Thanks to the innovative immersion system, you will be able to travel inside the video game whenever you want to experience

the adventure in a completely different way, like shooting from a helicopter, from a trench or from inside a tank… because why
not? The power is on your side.

NEW RULES, USE THE ENVIRONMENT!
Use all the elements in the environment in your favor with the incredible gravity gun. You will be able to capture any object in
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the landscape and launch it against enemies, converting them into a weapon. Your imagination is the limit.

CLASSIC MODE -FOR THOSE PARTICULARLY NOSTALGIC-
Pass 6 levels and the final boss, like in the old days. The difference is that now you won’t have to use coins for retries. What are

you waiting for?
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IMMERSIVE MODE -FOR PROFESSIONALS-
Complete 108 missions, 36 levels and many upgrades will unlock, giving you ever more destructive power. Natural anti-stress

guaranteed.

Game Compatible with pp-gun, hyperkin and other controllers with HTC-Tracker
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Title: Operation Warcade VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Ivanovich Games
Publisher:
Ivanovich Games
Release Date: 2 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater

Memory: 8 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970/AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 2300 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: HTC-Vive or OCULUS with Oculus touch required

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Japanese,Portuguese,Russian
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The Best game ever!. Extremely bad game, looks like it was created in unity in 10 minutes.
-Bad graphics
-Bad music
-Bad gameplay
-Bad camera
-Bad controls
-Bad menu
-Bad (nearly unreadable) texts
-Bad crosshair
-Bad performance. This is one of the most difficult FPS games I've ever played simply because of the sheer number or people
who can end up shooting at you because of the smallest mistakes... This game puts the OP in "Teamwork OP" because a well
oiled outfit that has its tactics down can storm a base and turn the tide of a battle even when outnumbered. This game is not pay
2 win but it WILL require you to grind to acquire the gear you want if you're not interested in investing some money for DB
cash. There are many class unlocks that cannot be bought and must be earned.

At this point of the game (like 4 years running now) there are many vets on both sides with lots of gear\/weapons unlocked and
it can seem daunting for a new player. However the unlockable weapons tend to be sidegrades rather than an outright upgrade,
meaning that the stats of the new weapon won't necessarily be better than the last but it may be better for different
circumstances i.e. CQC, or Long\/mid range fights. Each weapon excels in its own area.

I Believe there is even an xp bonus for soldiers under BR (Battle Rank) 15 to help you get some quick Cert points. I suggest
medic for new players as you can earn a TON of xp without having to kill anyone and medics are SUPER useful in big or small
fights.. Why did I buy this game.. Game is actually very good. can you add bots to the game
. On a 16:9 monitor the game seems to run at 800x600 stretched in full screen, but with weird letterboxing on all sides. There
are no scaling options, your only options are to play it in a tiny window at correct scale or full screen with odd stretching issues
(jagged lines, text rendering off screen).. Digital Boardgames are a bit of an odd genre. As a fan of both physical board games
and digital strategy games I've struggled to grasp the hybrid. Why represent a complex strategy game with cards and dice rolls
when you don't have to, especially if your game doesn't have a physical equivalency.

Enter Heretic Operative. The description reads "Inspired by games like Pandemic, Arkham Horror, and Talisman" and that was
a big selling point for me. Having recently become an obssessive for the Arkham Horror card game, I knew what this meant for
the game in general - action-point, narrative driven "built to probably kill you" by design. Great.

What I hadn't considered is the wealth of content and the sheer convenience of playing a game like Arkham in digital format.
Heretic Operative is extremely "teachable" as a game because it takes a lot of well-tread concepts from its contemporaries. I
don't remember the last game this complex that was so easy to pick up, and definitely uses its commonground to get you on
board quickly.

I can't speak from experience how accessible Heretic Operative may be for an outsider to the legacy game genre, but in terms of
convenience this is a great introduction to the genre and a great game to play in general.. It's fine I guess.
Fast game.. this♥♥♥♥♥♥kawaii but pretty broken
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Do not buy! Game is no where close to finished. I could be a fun game. But nothing like forest, rust or normal survivial games
where you can handle say.. an axe. An then just run to a tree and chop it. This game you can only cut trees it allows to cut the
trees is says you can. Same with shovel. The games graphics arent that bad. But the crafting and inventory system looks like
something out of a game from the late 90's. There are 4 servers online. Started game in the dark. Walked 10 feet and got bit by
snake.. started shaking horribly with red blood shading the screen. Attempted to run towards a house and was imediatly shot and
killed by a bot that strafes back and for at unrealistic speeds. 1st and only time i refunded a game.. Couldn't finish it.
That's not me getting bored, or upset with the game. I literally could not finish it.
I had three of four endings, and apparently, the fourth one isn't quite so easy to get.
I tried - but the game was so corrupted with its glitches that when I left the house, I got the first ending (bad ending), and the
game wouldn't reload my save without crashing.

This game needs a lot of fixing. It looks quite rushed, there are a few typoes in the notes that have been left around the place,
and the glitches are quite severe at some points (like the above).

You play as a man who goes in search of his sister in an old house. I didn't quite follow the story as well as I could have.

If I were to summarise the story for you:
Ed enters the old house (or hostel? For some reason, it reads hostel and house on the bad ending), makes his way around a
constantly changing environment while being stalked by the demon Abraxas - a malevolent entity summoned by a cult his
abusive uncle was a part of. Ed is looking for his sister in the house, and finds numerous notes left by her implying that strange
things were happening and that she explored the house to the same extent Ed ultimately does. He finds his way through an
underground cavern through a door in the house. The cavern takes him to a morgue where his uncle and the cult held special
interest (as evidenced by the eyes drawn onto the walls).
Ed then finds that the morgue leads right back into a plain section of the house where he reads a note that his sister was never in
the house in the first place and that she's gone someplace else. This is about as far as I got because then Ed says he should just
go back.
I did so - and despite a couple of issues hindering my progress, I made it back to the front door where I exited and got the same
ending I would have gotten had I exited when I started the game.

As other reviews of the game has said, if the game crashes on you, or you get one of the endings - you need to restart. It won't
register certain things have already happened if you don't. I needed to manipulate glitches to get past the steam at some points
because the game had forgotten that I had turned the steam off.
I attempted to replay the game a little bit to try and get further but the glitches were far too cumbersome.

Given that the devs have two more recent titles (The Initiate and Silent Descent), they probably ain't gonna put too much
emphasis on fixing the issues at hand. Which is why I'm just gonna leave it with a thumbs down. Also, given that this game is
essentially the same kind of animal as the previous game (Kidnapped) - it's a bit of a kick in the nuts that they essentially
recycled the first two levels of Kidnapped and added in a spooky demon to add some more flair to it.
C for Effort. 3.5\/10. (Game was reasonably engaging in some areas and I felt a certain degree of atmosphere to it.). I really
recommend this game for chapter 1&2. Because Chapter 3 Reused a Multiplayer map! Maybe they could of done
Chapters first then release Multiplayer. I think the developers was in a rush for chapter 3. And everybody knows chapter 4 will
be Forest A nether Multiplayer map. But actually in chapter 3 after you pass out A Nether multiplayer map. Oh my god. What
has this game turned into to. There are a lot of YT gamer`s complaining of chapter 3. Honestly chapter 3 is easy. I even beat it
on hardcore mode. Warning Bull part is hard As heck. Honestly i gotta say. This game is stupid. I am grilling the title right now.
But yeah i have to give this a bad review because this game did a bad job. oh yeah the first case did better. But wait. there`s
more. You can see that there are different developers. That`s why this game stupid and the other is really lit.
[I suggest the developers from the first game redo this!]
I might refund. JUST OPHELIA.. Game is unplayable due to the bugs. I cannot even leave that Bar in the beginning. When i try
to throw a hammer into the door to open it - hammer just disappears to nowhere forever. Door remain closed and i can't
proceed further. I tried it 3 times with the same result. I give up... Why that ♥♥♥♥ing basement door just don't opens simply?
Also game have no options at all. But this is no problem. Real problem for me - you can't invert Y mouse axis and author was so
fair saying that he don't know how to do that:) I am really like the concept/idea and the whole setting and atmosphere but i just
cannot play due to those technical issues. Too sad.... This game is great! For a cheap price too. Tutorial could be better, but the
music is good, the game isn't laggy, and the models are fantastic. 10\/10
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